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The journey of Edinburgh city starts from the Castle of Edinburgh. Edinburgh Castle was in front of
that area where the first housing society was built. Now this area is known as Lawnmarket.  After
that the further construction of the houses continued in Edinburgh from down the High Street and
Cannongate to the Royal Palace of Holyrood. Royal Mile is a place which consists of all these
streets. There are so many historic buildings with beautiful and classy architecture and panoramic
views. Edinburgh has world class schools and universities, fining dining and shopping facilities.

Flats, apartments and number of houses are available in Edinburgh for people who are willing to
have their own home and also for short term visitors.

Property for rent: /Rental property in Edinburgh

Many options are available for the people to select the property of their own choice. You can find
some designed and decorated flats and apartments. On the other hand there are properties which
are unique nature. Like there are cozy and comfortable cottages, especially for couples on Morning
ton. These are decorated beautifully and have everything in them. These cottages have an open
plan living, well fitted kitchens, modern bathrooms, two double bedrooms with a balcony. The facility
of central heating system is also available. Schools and many shops are closer to these cottages.

Apoho Dunedin is another cozy cottage. It has two bedrooms, living room, dining, office, bathroom,
well equipped kitchen and garage. Bus route is also close to this cottage.

There is another ideal property for sunny holidays located on Forbury Road. This flat is situated at a
few minutes walking distance from the beach and also has a number of shops nearby. This is one
bedroom flat with open plan living and kitchen and a bathroom.

In Dunedin, High Street, a single bedroom flat with big windows is a perfect place to relax and calm
down. This centrally located apartment is very sunny and bright. Main Street and bus routes are just
at a few minutes walking distance from this flat. The flat has an open plan living and a bathroom.

An ideal property is on Maitland Street for all the couples and single folks who are looking for an
apartment for style living close to the town. This unit has two bedrooms with beautiful views and
built in wardrobes. Study with each bedroom is also available. A fully fitted kitchen and a stylish
bathroom with modern decor are also available in this property.

Lastly, one of the most sought after property is in the heart of Mosgiel. The flat has two bedrooms. A
shopping complex is also close to Mosgiel. This property is situated on the best location because
shops, schools, buses, banks and transport are nearby to this spot.
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